Based on a quantum-mechanical model, we calculate the time evolution of an initial nuclear vibrational wave packet in D 2 + generated by the rapid ionization of D 2 in an ultrashort pump-laser pulse. By Fourier transformation of the nuclear probability density with respect to the time delay between the pump pulse and the instant destructive Coulomb-explosion imaging of the wave packet at the high-intensity spike of an intense probe-laser pulse, we provide two-dimensional internuclear-distance-dependent power spectra that serve as a tool for visualizing and analyzing the nuclear dynamics in D 2 + in an intermittent external laser field. The external field models the pedestal to the central ultrashort spike of a realistic probe pulse. Variation in the intensity, wavelength, and duration of this probe-pulse pedestal ͑i͒ allows us to identify the optimal laser parameters for the observation of field-induced bond softening and bond hardening in D 2 + and ͑ii͒ suggests a scheme for quantitatively testing the validity of the "Floquet picture" that is commonly used for the interpretation of short-pulse laser-molecule interactions, despite its implicit "continuum wave" ͑infinite pulse length͒ assumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
The observation, analysis, and control of the timedependent nuclear dynamics in small molecules have been made possible by recent advances in femtosecond ͑fs͒ laser technology, address our understanding of the basic concepts in quantum mechanics within atomic, molecular, and optical physics, and promise to significantly contribute towards reaching the ultimate goals of imaging and controlling complex chemical reactions with laser light ͓1-9͔. Short and intense time-delayed laser pulses, which, for example, enable the time resolution of the nuclear motion in small diatomic molecules, are currently being employed in "pump-probe" experiments in many laboratories worldwide ͓10-19͔. In such experiments on molecular targets, a neutral molecule is first ionized by a short pump-laser pulse. Short pulse lengths of only a few fs imply pump pulse bandwidths that are large compared to the vibrational level spacings. The pump pulse therefore coherently excites a superposition of stationary vibrational states of the molecular ion, resulting in a moving nuclear wave packet. The probability density of this wave packet can be imaged with the help of a second delayed ultrashort probe-laser pulse that rapidly ͑on the time scale of the nuclear motion͒ ionizes the molecular ion leading to its fragmentation by Coulomb explosion ͑CE͒ ͓20-22͔ and a measurable spectrum of fragment-kinetic-energy releases ͓10,13,23-25͔.
The dynamics of the nuclear wave packet can be reconstructed from the kinetic-energy release ͑KER͒ spectra obtained for a sequence of pump-probe delays ͓10,13͔. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1 where a pump pulse singly ionizes a deuterium molecule. Within the Born-Oppenheimer ͑BO͒ approximation ͓26͔, the resulting nuclear wave packet evolves on the 1s g ground-state potential curve in the deuterium molecular ion and is CE imaged by the time-delayed intense probe laser. CE mapping ͓22,27͔ allows the measured KER spectra ͓8,10,11,13,23-25͔ to be compared with theoretical models for the nuclear probability densities ͓21,24,28-30͔. In particular, for the simplest diatomic molecules, H 2 + and its isotopologues, approximate nuclear probability densities can be provided by direct numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using wave-packet propagation techniques ͑and simplifying model assumptions, such as the representation of the nuclear and/or electronic motion in reduced dimensionality͒ ͓9,10,21,29,31͔. For example, in recent experiments ͓10,11,13,24͔ the dephasing over a period of a few vibrational cycles of nuclear vibrational wave packets in D 2 + and its subsequent revivals after many vibrational + discussed in this work. The pump-laser pulse launches a nuclear wave packet onto the D 2 + 1s g + potential curve by ionizing D 2 and starts the molecular clock. After an adjustable time delay, an intense short probe pulse promotes the nuclear wave packet onto the 2D + repulsive 1 / R Coulombexplosion curve and allows for the detection of the fragmentkinetic-energy distribution. 
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The dynamics of the nuclear wave packet can be reconstructed from the kinetic-energy release ͑KER͒ spectra obtained for a sequence of pump-probe delays ͓10,13͔. This is shown schematically in Fig. 1 where a pump pulse singly ionizes a deuterium molecule. Within the Born-Oppenheimer ͑BO͒ approximation ͓26͔, the resulting nuclear wave packet evolves on the 1s g ground-state potential curve in the deuterium molecular ion and is CE imaged by the time-delayed intense probe laser. CE mapping ͓22,27͔ allows the measured KER spectra ͓8,10,11,13,23-25͔ to be compared with theoretical models for the nuclear probability densities ͓21,24,28-30͔. In particular, for the simplest diatomic molecules, H 2 + and its isotopologues, approximate nuclear probability densities can be provided by direct numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation using wave-packet propagation techniques ͑and simplifying model assumptions, such as the representation of the nuclear and/or electronic motion in reduced dimensionality͒ ͓9,10,21,29,31͔. For example, in recent experiments ͓10,11,13,24͔ the dephasing over a period of a few vibrational cycles of nuclear vibrational wave packets in D 2 + and its subsequent revivals after many vibrational cycles were observed and confirmed earlier reduceddimensionality model calculations ͓21͔. This example shows that even without external forces, the field-free evolution of nuclear wave packets displays interesting purely quantummechanical phenomena. The evolution of the nuclear probability density is typically analyzed by recording the KER as a function which, after CE mapping, yields the nuclear probability density ͑R , ͒ ͓10,13͔. Such graphs of ͑R , ͒ capture the nuclear dynamics in space ͑R͒ and time ͑͒ and allow the distinction of several pump-laser-induced phenomena, such as molecular fragmentation into different asymptotic dissociation channels and the coherent dephasing and revival ͓32͔ of bound vibrational wave packets in diatomic molecular ions ͓10,21,23,24,33,34͔.
An alternative and less explored method for investigating the nuclear dynamics in diatomic ͑and possibly in more complex͒ molecules is the time-series analysis of KER spectra. This method captures the nuclear dynamics in space and frequency and applies equally well to nuclear probability densities that are calculated or derived from measured KER spectra by CE mapping. It basically consists of first eliminating the strong static background static ͑R͒ in the nuclear probability density and then Fourier transforming dynamic ͑R , ͒ = ͑R , ͒ − static ͑R͒ as a function of over a finite range 0 Ͻ Ͻ T at fixed internuclear distances. This provides the R-dependent representation of the nuclear probability density dynamic ͑R , f͒ as a function of the ͑quantum-beat͒ frequency f and the power spectrum P͑R , f ; T͒ = ͉ dynamic ͑R , f͉͒ 2 . First applications of this time-series analysis method were recently published ͓8͔ and reveal features that are less obvious or not at all discernible in the more conventional "space-time" analysis of KER spectra ͓10,11,21,23,34͔. In our previous investigations ͓30͔, we calculated P͑R , f ; T͒ and examined the propagation of nuclear vibrational wave packets in D 2 + in comparison with the first measured R-dependent quantumbeat spectra ͓8͔. While these proof-of-principle studies illustrated the potential of the "space-frequency" ͑or quantumbeat͒ analysis of KER spectra for measuring ͑i͒ beat frequencies between stationary vibrational states in the electronic ground state of D 2 + , ͑ii͒ the nodal structure of stationary vibrational states, ͑iii͒ the ground-state adiabatic electronic potential curve of the molecular ion, and ͑iv͒ laserelectric-field-dressed molecular potential curves, several questions remained open for further investigation.
In order to resolve the nuclear dynamics in small diatomic molecules in time, both pump and probe pulses need to be short on the time scale of the nuclear vibrational motion. For D 2 + the vibrational period is about 20 fs and recent experiments succeed in resolving the nuclear motion with pulses with a nominal length of about 6-8 fs ͓8,10,24͔. Such intense and ultrashort pulses typically have shapes that strongly deviate from the Gaussian or sin-squared profiles that are commonly used in model calculations. The shape of short laser pulses can be determined with the spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction ͑SPI-DER͒ correlation technique ͓35͔. For example, the SPIDERanalyzed intensity profile of the "6-7 fs" laser pulses used in the experiment of Feuerstein et al. ͓8͔ is characterized by a relatively long pedestal of approximately 100 fs length that underlies the central ultranarrow main peak of the pulse and reaches about 5% of its peak intensity ͓23͔. In the present work, in an attempt to model realistic pulses, we therefore include a pedestal in addition to the main spike of the pulse. In particular, the pedestal-to-probe pulse can strongly modify the nuclear dynamics immediately before it is probed by the sudden ionization of the molecular ion in the main probe peak ͑Fig. 2͒. In order to produce KER power spectra of sufficient resolution to distinguish adjacent vibrational quantum beats in D 2 + , time delays need to be sampled over a time interval of about 1 ps ͓30͔. Interestingly, this means that during a small fraction of the sampling time, a comparatively weak pedestal field can leave a pronounced effect on the observed KER spectra.
The pedestal pulses applied in this work will serve as prototypical intermittent laser fields, for which we analyze the effects on the evolution of nuclear wave packets. We thereby complement our previous work ͓8,30͔ on the quantum-beat analyzes of the nuclear motion in D 2 + by discussing KER power spectra for an appropriate range of carrier frequencies, peak intensities, and pulse lengths of the intermittent laser field. This will allow us to ͑i͒ reveal the sensitivity of the laser-induced nuclear dynamics in response to the controlled change in the laser parameters frequency, intensity, and pulse length, ͑ii͒ assess the range of applicability of the Floquet interpretation ͓26,36͔ in pulsed lasersmall molecule interactions, and ͑iii͒ restrict the range of laser parameters at which transient field-induced effects, such as bond softening ͑BS͒ ͓2,30,37-43͔ into different asymptotic Floquet channels and bond hardening ͑BH͒ ͓30,37,42-46͔, are most prominently displayed. Unless indicated otherwise, we assume atomic units ͑a.u.͒ throughout this work and designate the vibrational ground states of D 2 and D 2 + with the index = 0 and excited states with Ն 1.
II. THEORY
A. Two-state model for the nuclear wave-packet dynamics in D 2
+
We assume the neutral D 2 molecule to be singly ionized by an intense few-cycle pump pulse and approximate the quantum state of the resulting molecular ion as 
where g and u are the D 2 + electronic 1s g and 2p u states in BO approximation and r ជ is the position vector of the electron. In order to describe the bound and dissociating nuclear motions of the molecular ion in this two-electronic-state model, we project out the electronic states and obtain a set of coupled equations for the evolution of the gerade g and ungerade u nuclear wave-function components,
where
‫ץ‬R 2 , V g ͑R͒ and V u ͑R͒ are the BO 1s g and 2p u potential curves, and is the reduced mass of the nuclei. The dipole coupling between gerade and ungerade states is designated by D gu = ͗ g ͉r͉ u ͘ ͓40͔. The linearly polarized laser field E is directed along the internuclear axis, and rotation of the molecular ion is not taken into consideration.
We numerically solve Eq. ͑2͒ using the Crank-Nicholson method ͓21,47͔ with time steps of ⌬t = 1.0 and spacial steps ⌬R = 0.05 with R covering the range between 0.05 and 30.0. We assume the initial state of the molecular ion to be bound,
such that it is specified by the set of ͑in general complex͒ amplitudes ͕a ͖ in the basis of stationary vibrational eigenstates ͕ ͖ of the electronic ground-state potential V g ͑R͒. We model the action of the pump pulse in sudden approximation with Franck-Condon ͑FC͒ factors ͕͉a ͉ 2 ͖ and randomly set all phases to zero in order to obtain the set of real amplitudes ͕a ͖ for the bound initial wave packet. Numerically, we generate the real function g ͑R ,0͒ by first calculating the ground state ͉ 0 ͘ of the neutral parent molecule by imaginary time propagation of a trial function on the ground-state BO potential curve of D 2 and subsequent projection on the D 2 + vibrational states, ͕a = ͗ ͉ 0 ͖͘. In the absence of an external laser field, the two states in Eq. ͑2͒ are decoupled, and the nuclear wave function evolves as a bound nuclear wave packet on the 1s g potential curve, undergoing characteristic cycles of dephasing and revival ͓21͔.
The time-delayed main peak of the probe pulse is assumed to instantaneously ionize the molecular ion and induce CE. In contrast, the probe-pulse pedestal is supposed to be weak enough to not contribute to the fragmentation of the molecular ion by CE. We do not need to include a pedestal to the pump pulse in our model ͑Fig. 2͒, as it would not change our numerical results presented below. For a given delay , our simulation of the evolution of the initial wave packet in D 2 + thus starts at time t = 0, immediately following the end of the ͑main͒ pump pulse, and ends at time t = , immediately preceding the main probe pulse, as indicated in Fig. 2 . During the evolution, the pedestal ͑thick red line in Fig. 2͒ 
E͑t,͒
is the only external field that couples g and
leading to the correlated motion of the nuclear wave packet on the 1s g and 2p u D 2 + BO potential curves. The pedestal is specified by its amplitude E 0 , frequency , and the duration ͓full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ in the laser intensity͔ L. We will discuss the numerical results for a range of these parameters in Sec. III below. The dissociating part u of the nuclear wave packet is written in terms of ͑con-tinuum͒ eigenstates ͕͉ E ͖͘ in the 2p u BO potential with ͑un-determined͒ coefficients ͕a E ͖.
B. R-dependent quantum-beat power spectrum
For field-free propagation from t = 0 to the probe time delay , the amplitudes ͕a ͖ in Eq. ͑3͒ remain time independent, and the nuclear probability density at time is
͑6͒
The diagonal terms in ͑third line͒ are time independent. By subtracting these incoherent static terms from Eq. ͑6͒, Fourier transformation of the coherent terms ͑fourth line͒ over the finite sampling time T, and taking the square of the result, we obtain the power spectrum
͑7͒
The complex-valued distribution
is centered at the quantum-beat energies ⌬ , = − . It is broadened due to the Fourier transformation over a finite time interval. In the limit of large sampling times, it becomes identical with the usual delta "function," and the power spectrum P͑R , ; ϱ͒ reproduces the quantum-beat spectrum at infinite resolution. In contrast, T = 3 ps yields a finite-energy resolution of 2.7 meV, which allows for the distinction of quantum beats between virtually all populated vibrational states in the hydrogen molecular ion in P͑R , ; T͒. Further details on the properties and interpretation of P͑R , ; T͒ can be found in ͓30͔.
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It is important to note that result ͑7͒ was derived under the assumption of free wave-packet propagation. It does not apply if external fields are present during the time propagation. However, it nevertheless constitutes a valuable guideline for the interpretation of external field effects in molecular power spectra if the external field acts during a time interval that is short compared to T. This condition is fulfilled in the recent experiment by Feuerstein et al. ͓8͔ , where power spectra were measured with a sampling time of T = 3 ps while the nuclear wave packet was exposed to an intermittent electric laser for less than 100 fs. All numerical examples in Sec. III below are calculated with T = 3 ps and for pedestal pulse lengths of 200 fs or less. Equation ͑7͒ will therefore help in the interpretation of our numerical results. As will be shown below, this equation correctly describes the quantum-beat energy and several features that are related to the bound motion of the nuclei. It fails where strong-field effects become dominant, in particular, near the curve crossing points between field-dressed adiabatic molecular potential curves.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In Floquet theory, the interaction of a molecule with a continuum wave ͑cw͒ laser field is represented in terms of adiabatic laser-dressed molecular potential curves ͓41,42,45,46͔, which we will also refer to as "Floquet adiabatic molecular potential curves" or simply "Floquet curves." These Floquet curves are replicas of the field-free molecular potential curves that are shifted in energy due to the interaction with the laser field. The energy shifts amount to an increase or decrease in energy that is given by the net number of photons the molecule absorbs from or releases to the field. The absolute value of the Floquet energies is irrelevant and given relative to a laser field with a fixed macroscopic number of photons. Even though we consider short laser pulses for which the cw Floquet picture may not be applicable without restrictions, Floquet potential curves are a suitable reference for the description of laser-molecule interactions with laser pulses of finite duration.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the Floquet adiabatic potential curves for D 2 + in a 500 nm cw laser field for two different intensities, 5 ϫ 10 11 and 10 13 W / cm 2 , based on the two lowest field-free diabatic electronic potential curves of the molecular ion, V g ͑R͒ and V u ͑R͒ ͓48͔. In the Floquet picture, field-free potential curves combine to form the field-dressed adiabatic potential curves. The Floquet curves are labeled as 1s g − 2n and 2p u − ͑2n − 1͒, specifying the corresponding field-free potential curves and the net number of photons n that are released to the photon field. The dipole-allowed coupling between field-free potential curves of gerade and ungerade symmetries ͓26͔, due to the absorption or release of an odd number of photons, leads to characteristic "avoided" crossings between Floquet curves. The avoided crossings near internuclear distances of R = 4 and R = 3 originate in the exchange of one and three photons, respectively, between the molecular ion and cw laser field. The energetic gap between adjacent adiabatic field-dressed potential curves at the avoided crossing increases with increasing laser intensities.
Near the avoided crossing point and depending on the laser intensity, the more energetic field-dressed potential curves may form a potential well, referred to as BH well, in which molecular probability density is trapped. Accordingly, the corresponding quantum states are called BH states. The BH well changes its shape with increasing laser intensity ͓37,42-46͔. At higher intensities it becomes shallower and wider, and at sufficiently high intensities, looses the ability to bind BH states. In contrast to the BH well, the less energetic Floquet potential curve below the gap forms a barrier that may enable BS ͓2,37-39,41-43͔, i.e., dissociation of the molecule due either to classically allowed over-the-barrier escape or by tunneling.
The number of absorbed photons determines the KER. The dipole-allowed absorption of one or three photons leads to dissociation into the 1-and 3-dissociation channel, respectively. Dissociation by the effective absorption of an even number of photons can also occur, without violating the dipole selection rule, by proceeding over two avoided crossings. For example, exposed to sufficiently large laser intensities, D 2 + can dissociate into the 2-channel by first absorbing three and then releasing one photon.
Even though the numerical results presented in this work are in strong support of the interpretation of the laserinfluenced nuclear motion in D 2 + based on ͑time-independent͒ Floquet potential curves, we briefly mention an interesting alternative dynamical interpretation ͓49,50͔. BH, which is also referred to as "vibrational trapping" or "dynamical dissociation quenching," has been discussed by Châ-teauneuf et al. ͓49͔ in terms of the time-periodic potential curves V Ϯ ͑R , t͒ that are obtained by diagonalization of the field-free 1s g and 2p u BO potential curves subject to the time-dependent dipole coupling matrix elements D gu ͑R , t͒ at fixed t and R. The authors showed that the dynamical interplay between the time-dependent force associated with the upper V + ͑R , t͒ curve and the moving nuclear wave packet can lead to the efficient quenching of the laser-induced dissociation. This is in agreement with the classical interpretation of the nuclear motion, receiving an inward directed restoring force if the moving potential barrier included in V + ͑R , t͒ is appropriately synchronized with the nuclear motion. This dynamical interpretation of BH was experimentally confirmed for the nuclear motion in H 2 + and D 2 + in a 70 fs 1.6 m laser pulse that was modulated on the time scale of the nuclear vibrational motion ͑10 fs͒ ͓50͔. The modulation was obtained by the coherent superposition of two laser pulses and provided an adjustable pulse envelope that controls the motion of the vibrational wave packet.
In Secs. III A-III C, we will discuss the bound and dissociating nuclear motion of D 2 + in a laser pulse by examining how power spectra are affected by the laser pedestal parameters intensity, frequency, and duration. Even though all simulations were carried out for ͑pedestal͒ laser pulses with a finite pulse length, we will show that the terminology developed based on the Floquet picture is appropriate. For example, even though stable BH states can only exist in cw laser fields, we find evidence for transient BH states in laser pulses over a large range of pulse lengths.
A. Intensity dependence R-dependent power spectra P͑R , ; T͒ for D 2 + propagating through 200 nm 20 fs ͑FWHM͒ Gaussian pedestal laser pulses with different peak intensities are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 4 . The corresponding Floquet field-dressed potential curves are displayed in red in the lower panels. The field-free adiabatic molecular potential curves are also included in the lower panels as thin black lines. As for all other numerical results shown further below, the molecular ion is assumed to be produced by the rapid ionization of D 2 and is characterized by a FC distribution of stationary vibrational states, as described above. The three columns show results for pedestal intensities of 10 13 ͑left͒, 5ϫ 10 13 ͑middle͒, and 10 14 W / cm 2 ͑right column͒. For the frequency and R range shown in Fig. 4 , the R dependence in the power spectra ͑7͒ reflects the nodal structure of the product of the probability densities ͉a ͉ 2 and ͉a ͉ 2 of the two adjacent stationary vibrational states ͉ ͘ and ͉ ͘ that beat against each other with the frequency f = ⌬ , / ͑2͒ ͓30͔. The thin black vertical lines facilitate the association of minima of the 1-BH wells in the power spectra ͑upper row of graphs in Fig. 4͒ with BH wells in the Floquet potential curves ͑lower row͒. For the displayed intensities, the power spectra show a significant amount of nuclear probability density that is intermittently trapped in the 1-BH well. The nuclear probability density in the 1-BH well increases with intensity at the expense of probability that is associated with the bound motion of the molecular ions in field-dressed 1s g potential curve. The power spectra confirm the intuitive expectation that dissociation across the 1-BS barrier, either by classical over-the-barrier motion of the two nuclei or by tunneling, ͑i͒ increases with increasing peak intensity and ͑ii͒ progresses by first depleting the highest vibrational state components of the nuclear wave packet with vibrational quantum numbers Ն 4 ͑at quantum-beat frequencies near 40 THz͒ ͑left column in Fig. 4͒ to the lowest vibrational components of the initial FC distribution ͑right column͒.
B. Wavelength dependence
For shorter wavelengths and otherwise identical laser parameters, the character of the power spectra changes. In comparison with the 200 nm results in Fig. 4 , the power spectra calculated for 800 nm in Fig. 5 indicate that the nuclear motion in D 2 + sensitively depends on the carrier wavelength. To a large extent, this change can be understood within the Floquet picture. As the photon energy decreases, the spacing FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ Pedestal intensity dependence for an initial FC vibrational wave packet in D 2 + that propagates through 200 nm pedestal laser pulses with intensities of 0.1ϫ ͓graphs ͑a͒ and ͑d͔͒, 0.5ϫ ͓graphs ͑b͒ and ͑e͔͒, and 1 ϫ 10 14 W / cm 2 ͓graphs ͑c͒ and ͑f͔͒. ͓͑a͒-͑c͔͒ Power spectra ͑logarithmic color scale͒ as a function of the quantum-beat frequency f and the internuclear distance R. ͓͑d͒-͑f͔͒ Field-dressed adiabatic potential curves ͑thick red lines͒ for the same intensities. Thin back lines show field-free potential curves. Fig. 4 for 800 nm pedestal laser pulses.
FIG. 5. ͑Color online͒ Same as
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in energy between Floquet potential curves decreases. This decrease increases the significance of couplings between more than two curves, which, in turn, may result in the overlap of ͑1-with 3-͒ BH wells and their bond-prohibiting flattening. At 800 nm and 10 13 W / cm 2 peak intensity ͑left column in Fig. 5͒ , the power spectrum shows only weak evidence for the temporary trapping of nuclear probability density in the 1-BH well that is centered near R = 5. The molecular ion remains most likely bound in the electronic ground state. At the higher intensities ͑middle and right columns͒, dissociation via BS becomes increasingly important but cannot be as clearly assigned to the 1-BS barrier as for the case of 200 nm wavelength.
At 800 nm and 5 ϫ 10 13 W / cm 2 ͑middle column in Fig.  5͒ , the 1-BH well has disappeared in the Floquet potential curve ͑graph e͒ and BH is mostly confined to the 3-BH well centered at smaller distances near R = 3.5 in the power spectrum. The same applies to the highest shown intensity ͑10 14 W / cm 2 , right column͒ where dissociation via 1-, and to a lesser extent, 3-BS, strongly decreases the molecular ion's chance for survival in the bound electronic ground state. Note that graph ͑b͒ also shows weak evidence for BH states in the 1-well near R = 5 due to temporary vibrational trapping during the increasing laser intensity of the pedestal, although graph ͑e͒ would prohibit such states.
A more systematic study of the wavelength dependence of BS and BH is shown in Fig. 6 for power spectra ͑upper row͒ and Floquet potential curves at a fixed intensity of 10 13 W / cm 2 . Since the crossing point in the field-free potential curves ͑thin black lines in the lower panels͒ changes with the photon energy, we expect that the laser wavelength will affect BS and BH. The power spectra in graphs ͑a͒-͑e͒ show that dissociation by BS decreases with increasing wavelength, while the 1-BH well moves to larger internuclear distances. For 200 nm wavelength graphs ͑a͒ and ͑f͒ show a very prominent 1-BH well due to the strong coupling between the 1s g and 2p u electronic states. For this wavelength, all vibrational eigenstates in the initial FC distribution above = 2 are being depleted by BS, while the deep BH well traps even the highest initially occupied vibrational states.
For 500 nm ͓Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑g͔͒ the 1-BH well remains populated but receives less probability density than for the case of 200 nm, while the nuclear motion is more likely to remain bound in the electronic ground state. This trend continues for 800, 1024, and 1600 nm ͑three right columns in Fig. 6͒ to the point that BH in the 1-well disappears at 1600 nm. This also follows from the comparison of Figs. 4͑c͒ and 5͑c͒ above. As the wavelength increases, BS through and over the 3-well becomes energetically possible for an increasing number of stationary vibrational states of the nuclear wave packet. However, as the simulated power spectra show, the peak intensity of 10 13 W / cm 2 is too low for three-photon processes to become relevant. Therefore, 3-BS and BH are not clearly noticeable in Fig. 6 .
In the left four columns of Fig. 6 , the positions of the 1-BH well agree in power spectra and Floquet potential curves. At 1600 nm, however, according to the Floquet picture the 1-BH has disappeared and BH is expected to happen near the 3-crossing point ͓Fig. 6͑j͔͒. This prediction of the cw Floquet picture is not fully confirmed in the power spectrum in Fig. 6͑e͒ that shows very weak evidence of 1-BH states centered near R = 7 and no apparent traces of 3-BS or BH. This mismatch is related to the fact that the Floquet picture assumes infinite pulse lengths, while at 1600 nm the power spectrum simulates the propagation of the nuclear wave packet across a pedestal pulse with a length of L = 20 fs ͑FWHM͒, corresponding to the illumination of the wave packet by the pedestal laser pulse over just two optical cycles and with a rapidly changing envelope. We therefore interpret this discrepancy as due to both the onset of the breakdown of the Floquet picture for short pulses, and more importantly, an effective laser intensity in the power spectra that is much smaller than the peak intensity for which the Floquet curves were calculated.
C. Pulse-length dependence
The combined effect on the power spectra of changing pulse duration and wavelength is shown in Fig. 7 . The panels in this figure are ordered with pedestal wavelengths increasing from 200 ͑top͒ to 1600 nm ͑bottom͒. The pedestal length increases from L = 50 ͑FWHM, left͒ to 200 fs ͑right͒. For each wavelength ͑each row͒, the BH probability decreases with increasing pulse length. Even though one might expect longer pedestal pulses to enable more pronounced BH due to longer trapping times, our simulations show the opposite trend which we assign to the dominant influence of the pulse energy. Longer pedestals transfer more energy to the mol- FIG. 6 . ͑Color online͒ Laser wavelength dependence for an initial FC vibrational wave packet in D 2 + that propagates through 10 13 W / cm 2 peak intensity pedestal laser pulses with wavelengths of 200 ͓graphs ͑a͒ and ͑f͔͒, 500 ͓graphs ͑b͒ and ͑g͔͒, 800 ͓graphs ͑c͒ and ͑h͔͒, 1024 ͓graphs ͑d͒ and ͑i͔͒, and 1600 nm ͓graphs ͑e͒ and ͑j͔͒. ͓͑a͒-͑e͔͒ Power spectra ͑same logarithmic color scale as in Fig.  4͒ as a function of the quantum-beat frequency f and the internuclear distance R. ͓͑f͒-͑j͔͒ Field-dressed adiabatic potential curves ͑thick red lines͒ for the same intensities. Thin black lines show field-free potential curves.
ecule. This favors both dissociation by BS directly out at the electronic ground state ͑leaving less probability to be potentially trapped in a BH well͒ and the decay of BH states by nonadiabatic couplings to dissociative potential curves that are neglected in the BO approximation ͓26͔.
At shorter wavelengths, the same pedestal pulse envelope includes more optical cycles. Thus, the power spectra in Fig.  7 with the shortest wavelength and longest pulse duration are most amenable to their interpretation within the Floquet picture. However, this trend is somewhat difficult to follow over a large range of pulse lengths, since, for high pulse durations ͑high pulse energies͒, BS can dominate to the point that all bound states become depleted. This is illustrated in the topright corner of Fig. 7 . For a wavelength of 200 nm ͑top row͒, BS dissociation is rapidly depleting the electronic ground state and leaves a noticeable population in the 1-BH well only for the lowest shown pulse energy ͑L = 50 fs͒. At 800 and 1600 nm, in contrast, the electronic ground state remains populated at all displayed pulse lengths but, as expected, gets increasingly depleted with increasing pulse length by BS over and through the 1-BS barrier. The comparison of all panels in Fig. 7 suggests that BH is most pronounced at the shortest wavelengths and for the shortest pedestals. The comparison with Fig. 4 above shows that BH at short wavelengths is robust over a large range in peak intensities.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on simulated R-dependent quantum-beat power spectra, we imaged the nuclear dynamics in D 2 + molecular ions that are exposed to short laser pulses with different peak intensities, wavelengths, and pedestal lengths. We analyzed these spectra in terms of field-dressed Floquet potential curves with emphasis on dissociation by BS and transient binding of the nuclear motion by BH. Except for the longest wavelengths used in our simulations ͑1600 nm͒, we confirmed the Floquet picture as appropriate for characterizing the main features of the nuclear dynamics in few-cycle laser pulses despite its inherent cw assumption. Our simulations suggest that pulses with a wavelength between 200 to 300 nm, a peak intensity of about 10 14 W / cm 2 , and a duration of less than 50 fs ͑FWHM͒ are well suited for the observation of transient vibration trapping of the molecular motion in the 1-BH well. At wavelengths of 1600 nm, we found that dissociation proceeds via both 1-and 3-BS. For the same wavelength, our simulations indicate transient trapping in the 3-BH well. To the best of our knowledge, existing technology ͓5,8͔ allows for the detailed experimental test of our findings.
